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Former dean encourages pride in Arts
Moore Musical Arts Center celebrates 25th year
ByKaraHuH
NEWS £ 0■TOR

lulie Di Franco BG News

HONORED: Robert Glidden, former dean of the College of Musical Arts,
speaks at the college's convocation Friday afternoon in Kobacker Hall.

9/11 sympathy
felt worldwide

Robert Glidden was described
by colleagues Friday as a national
leader in higher education with a
long legacy of successes.
But he insists he hasn't done
anything beyond the call of duty.
"Dr. Glidden has left a profound
legacie at each step of his career,"
said Richard Kennell, dean of
the College of Musical Arts. "He's
one of our nation's top academic
leaders—not bad for a young bassoonist and director from Iowa."
Retiring in June as the 19th
president of Ohio University,
Glidden served as dean of the

College of Musical Arts at BGSU
from 1975-1979 and was the
guest speaker Friday at the college's annual convocation. He
was awarded an honorary doctoral degree in higher education
during the event.
The recognition was fitting for
someone so dedicated to academia, said University President
Sidney Ribeau.
"Any opportunity 1 have to
say anything, for or against Bob
Glidden, I always show up," he
said, laughing "Bob has been a
colleague, a mentor, the president that I have tried to emulate
my nine, almost 10 years, here

Eduation

GLIDDEN'S TIMELINE:
1954-1958: University of Iowa,
Undergraudate Studies
1958-l963:Morrison Community
High School, Band Director

1972-1975: National Association
of Schools of Music, Art. Executive
Director
1975-1979: Bowling Green State
University, Dean. College ot
Musical Arts

1963-196B:Universityoflowa,
Graduate/Doctoral Studies
1966-1967: Wright State
University, Assistant Professor of
Music
1967-1969: Indiana University.
Assistant Director of Bands

1979-1994: Flonda State
University. Dean/Provost
1994-2004: Ohio University,
President

1969-1972: University of
Oklahoma. Chaii of Music

GLIDDEN. PAGE 2
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feel like part of the campus," she
said. "Each group stays together.
On the anniversary of the Sept They may not realize it, but that
11, 2001 attacks, the World separates them."
Helping to overcome that
Friendship Picnic- brought
University students together barrier, a considerable number
fromacrosscampusandaround of American students were in
the world to celebrate cul- attendance at the picnic, which
tural diversity, and encourage included music, games and
food provided by the Graduate
international understanding.
"What hap|MMiedon Sept. 11 is Student Senate.
An interest in traveling abroad
not only felt by Americans," said
Adaeze Ononye, president of brought students like freshman
die World Student Association, Daniel Mulhall to Saturday's
sponsors of the picnic. "After event.
"Curiosity in other cultures
Sept. II. a lot of international
students were afraid to go out to brought me here," he said,
their classes, or outside because echoing the statements made
by many attendees.
of fear."
But according to Ononye,
According to Ononye, those
fears were due to a lack of Saturday's picnic was just one
familiarity with Americans.
SEPTEMBER 11, PAGE 2
"World students don't always
By Joshua Comer
REPORTES

Alumnus educates
campus on diabetes
presentation.
Farrell used studies done
Running, walking, or biking.
within the last 30 years that
All folks know they should do showed how exercise can
it. Hut for those with diabetes, dramatically help those
exercise could be the difference afflicted with type 2 diabetes, a
between life and death.
condition where insulin that
To an audience of mostly stu- the body produces does not
dents in an Olscamp lecture hall work properly.
Friday, East Carolina University
Insulin is like a key that
professor Peter Farrell discussed opens
cell
membranes,
the importance of physical letting glucose—or blood sugar
activity in not only decreasing converted from food—into
the risk involved with type 2 the cells, providing energy
diabetes mellitus, but also pre- for the body. When sugar is
venting it.
prevented from entering cells,
This weekend, Farrell was as in people with type 2 diabetes,
inducted into the BGSU Alumni it builds up in the blood stream,
Hall of Fame.
causing fatigue, blurred vision
Farrell, who earned bachelor's and sometimes death if not
and doctorate degrees from the controlled.
University, said that inactivity
Presenting the audience
is a major cause for a variety of with graphs that displayed the
modem diseases. He also noted results of various studies, Farrell
that the genetic makeup for explained that physical activity
today's human beings was cre- can increase die effectiveness
ated during the hunter/gath- of insulin.
erer stage in development, a
In one study, participants
time when physical exertion labeled as pre-diabetic because
was essential for survival.
of their high glucose levels per"Ifyou weren't physicallyactivc, formed 45 minutes of moderyou starved to death," Farrell
said during his PowerPoint
DIABETES, PAGE 2
By Adam Wright
REPORTER

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

StevmBarnn BGNews

BLACK SWAM? FEST Top, Midway crowd at dusk at the Black
Swamp Arts Festival Saturday Evening in Bowling Green. Left,
Retired BG English professor and former head of the Chapman
Learning Community Tom Klein mimes Vincent Van Gough in the
childrens exploration area in front of the WC Libray. Right, BG's
Bob Clements strums his guitar in front of the old Rail Billiards
Sunday at the Festival.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Mostly
Sunny

High: 84"
Low: 61'

FRIDAY

Mostly
Sunny

High: 83'
Low: 63'
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Many unique forms of art
offered at Black Swamp Fest
and the awaids arc handed out,
festival organizers must determine which of the more than 40
food vendors applying will be
awarded the K) coveted spots on

By Matt Clark
GUI SI
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As the Black Swamp Aits festival
came to .i clow y
festival organizers breathed a
sigh ill relief
the festival grounds.
We're always striving for
Since its inception in 199 i.
\ iriety," said lulie Melende/, a
the festival lias seen an increas
ing number of One artists, co-chair of the BSAP marketing
performing artists and of course, and public relations committee. She added that the idea is
participants.
The Increasing size of the
to avoid having more than one
vendoi serving the same item,
festival has also led to an increase
such as gyros, ribsortacos.
in the numbei of organizers,
According to Kelly Kling, also a
Their task?
en chain if the committee, many
Keep the festival Interesting to
ol the vendors who perform wefl
all of the participants, both local
each year are asked to return.
andout-ol town.
Some of those participants,
'We do continue to use them
like BGSU senior George Goll, as long as they've not been a
problem, because they've
came foi the art
proved
themselves
with
"I'm a big fen ill an. so I jnsl
wanted to experience thai," quality food and quality service
l lull said nl his lirsl visit to the
and they keep their areas clean
and follow all the rules for the
festival.
Others, like alumna Lisa Sim/. health department!* Kling said.
Intheend,festivalp.ntii ipanls
came to escape the monotony ol
iniisi let iheii appetites judge the
the local bar scene.
vendors and deride which one
\\r keep coming ever) yeai
will be awarded their business,
because Its a good time, good
which, as lesher discovered, is
food, beer and music," Stotz said
not an easy task.
It's something different to K" to
I bete was quite a variety of
besides the bars."
„ many different suies
A few participants came sotef)
nl tin ill, "he said.
in sample the wide variety ol
I here was hied rice, fried
food served by the festivals
cheese, fried alligator, funconcession vendors.
when sophomore Dan Lesher nel cakes, ribbon fries, ribs,
was asked win he came to the
sandwich wraps, hurritos, gyros,
festival, he answered simply, jambalaya and more, includ'The food."
ing I 'inn. Thai and Mexican
Long before the art is judged
cuisine.

In an election year when just
a few thousand votes in a lew
states could decide the winner,
the growing number ol voters
who east ballots weeks befoa'
Election Day is transforming
the landscape for political cam
paigns.
Thirty-two states now offer
some form of early voting, gfv
ing campaigns a chance to lock
down hundreds of thousands ol
ballots long before Nov. 2, and
focus more intensely on undecided voters in the final days

before polls dose,
Election officials say early voting is convenient but others say
the trend is misguided — depriving voters of critically important
information late in Ibe campaign
Cycle, and undermining tile
nation of one of its few collective,
democratic experiences
Basically a relaxed version ol
absentee voting, it drops requirements that people must he ill or
out nl town to vote early. Many
states allow voters to vote in
person, and even set up "satellite" polling places. Others only
accept mailed votes.
I he ta'nd has been steadily

Stewi Barner BGNnn

BBQ: (led, Front to Rear) Vicky Bolander and Abe Ledemsa serve it up hot at the Tom BBQ stand at the
Black Swamp Art Festival Midway behind the East side of Downtown Bowling Green. Saturday night.

in Ohio. I le was the dean of

presidents."
Glidden worked alongside
former University President
Hollis Moore to secure state and
private funding for what was
later named the Moore Musical
Arts Center—now celebrating its
25th year on campus.
Glidden doesn't agree with
others who call him a "driving
force" for the building, be said.
"1 lake no credit for that," he
said. "But I am very proud. I still
think this is the best music build
ing in the nation."

But he said he has warmed
up to being credited with the
design of Kobacker I lall. used for
pei leu niances at the college. The
hall was modeled after an auditorium built by the lohn Deere
compnay in Moline, Illinois
where Glidden played in the
IriCity Symphony Orchestra
as a graduate student at the
University of Iowa.
I hough raising funding forthe
$2 million performance hall was
fxk ky, the toughest part was getting the Ohio Board of Regents
to approve the building of the
hall in the first place, lie said.

Alpha Phi Omega
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vendors.
"We always get mad when others have better lines, so it's best
not to repeat what others have,''
Nowlin said.
Morris Stanley, owner of Po
Mo's Ribs, agrees.
"Ibe tenants have been good.
It has been a good show," he
said. "We all come with one
thing, make the money and go
home."
It is easv Inr festival partici
pants [o forget (he tremendous

amount of planning that must
occur each year for the festival to
maintain the variety anil quality
they strive for.
Festival organizers must In'
prepared for all participants,
whether they come for the art,
the music, or the food.
With an average of more than
60,000 people attending the festival each year, the difficulty is
obvious, they say.
After all. Kling said, Flint's a
lot ol fried gator."

Increasing, Somewhere between
15 percent and 20 percent of all
voters nationwide cast their bal
lots early, and that number is
expected In lise to 25 percent
this year, according to Curtis
dans at the Washingloii-based

Association

of

Secretaries

of State,

lmwalle said anecdotal evidence indicates early voting
Iniosts turnout. Florida, for one,
has begun a statewide advertising campaign encouraging peoCommittee for the Study of the ple to vote, and to vote early.
American Electorate
(Jans, however, said data
"We'ie in 2004, and both pat- telated to mail-in early voting
ents are working. Kids are in "unequivocally" shows it worsens
School, with 500 activities a
turnout, while information about
week. Peoples lives arc such that walk-in early voting is mixed and
they're not able to come to a
unconvincing.
si leei hinghalt and match down
Another observer argued that
to their local elementary school
the turn to early voting is likely
on Election Day." said Meredith
to further erode the sense of citiImvvalle with the National
zenship throughout the country,

and weaken people's obligation
to pay attention to die election
and make a thoughtful decision
" I his is terrible," said Bruce
Ackerman,
co-author
of
"Deliberation Day," ■ ixxrk that
argues for making Election Day
a holiday.
"The fact of the matter is, there
is a lot of discussion in the last
four weeks before an election A
lot more. A good citizen should
expose themself to this conversation when it occurs and rn it (ipt
out of it," he said. "We're going in
the wrong way, on both soundbite democracy and the erosion
of the only ritual we have left."

The project was the firsnn Ohio
to use both public and private
hinds for the construction of a
public building, (Hidden said.
I he state provided capital fonds for the construi Bon

of the Instructional facility, but
with some strange kind of logic
the Regents bad declared that
a music performance hall was
not an instructional facility."
GUdden said "It was considered
like a Sports arena, avenue that
should be sell '-supporting."
Now 25 years after the building's opening -complete with
the performance hall (Hidden
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Hip

Though (Hidden has received
skepticism about his choice to
study music, defending the an
is one message he brought tu
students Friday.
"Never be apologetic about
your discipline, in any circles
and don't be misled into the
belief that you're on the fringe
of die academic community," he
said. Because formal education has been so thourouglily
founded in die written word, we
sometimes forget that there are
other kinds of knowledge and
information."

Newffoine Construction Loam A 00%

September 15th
at 9:30
308 Union

r » of n s

envisioned—the
program
wouldn't be the same without it,
Kennellsaid.
"I think you'll agree that this
wonderful facility does make a
difference," Kennell said. "While
the School of Music is energized
by talented students interacting with a gifted faculty, the
Moore Musical Arts Center is the
cnicible that makes such interactions possible. The quality of
this building, its aesthetics, its
conveniences have inspired us
every hour of every day since it
opened in the fall of 1979."

Get started on your dream home sooner with Kxchangc Bank You get answers
raster because we make loan decisions right here, where you're building your
home. Surprised? Welcome to Exchange Bank, friendly advisors for 100 years.

Tuesday
September 14th
at 9:30
Kreischer Ashley Activity Room

s E II v i c E

ately strenuous exercise, like brisk
walking. Researchers found that
levels did in fact decrease after
the acute physical activity — but
never down to normal — and
they would always return to their
original high state.
Another study that focused on
regular activity, however, showed
that when participants exercised
for an entire week, 60 to 90 minutes a day, glucose levels almost
returned to normal and stayed
that way throughout the period.
Regular exercise can also be
beneficial in diabetes prevention,
according to Farrell.
A four-year study by the
National Institute of Health
and the American Diabetes
Association was conducted with
three groups of pre-diabetic
One group took medication
that lowers blood sugar and
helps the body use insulin more
efficiently, another exercised for
150 minutes per week and was
on a low-fat and low-calorie diet
and the third served as a control
by being a placelxi group.
The results showed that 41
percent of the control group

had become diabetic during the
Klingsaid that the festival loves
having the vendors, because
the variety and excellence they
provide are qualities the festival
strives Idi in its an and music.
Tbe festival's vendoi selection
not only appeases paitieipants.
hut vendors as well
Nancy Nowlin, co-owner of
Rons Concessions, which serves
gyms, biatwurst and tenderloin,
said she appreciates the work
of the festival because it helps
eliminate competition among

Glidden: 'never be apologetic' about music

GtlDDEN, FROM PAGE 1

DIABETES, FROM PAGE 1

participants,

Early voters grow in numbers
By Robert Tamer
m ASSOCIMfO PRESS

Students learn
how to deal
with diabetes

l.uckry
Walbridge
Holland
Ptrryiturg

Real banking. Real people. Real neighbors.
235 Main St.-419-833-3401
311 N. Main Sr. • 419-666-2955
940 Clarion Avc. • 419-868-1515
610 K. South Boundary St. • 419-874-2090
6401 Monroe St. • 419-882-2145

period while the group that took
the medication saw lower blood
sugar levels in II percent of its

members.
And proving that exercise truly
is die best prevention for diabetes, 58 percent of the group that
dieted and exerviscd saw lower
glucose levels.
I in it'll, who was asked to
speak by the School Of Human

Movement. Sport and I eisure
Studies, said he gave the presentation to educate students on
the Importance ol exercise, noting that one in three children
will become obese during their
lilerime
Amy Morgan, assistant proles
sor in the School, said she is also

worried about the national Bend
towards laziness.
I want them to lie less inactive,"
Morgan said, referring to what
She hopes the Students gained
from laiTell'sialk.
One student was able to take

more away from the presentation

than must
Can Derek; ■ senior applied
healttiniajor.alicndecliliespeech
with hei gerontology class. She
works at a local nursing home
where many ol the residents are
dialH'iic and said that she will be
able to apply what she learned
bom the presentation at her job.
"I will definitely recommend
that they get more exercise,"
Derek said about her patients. I
think it would beln them a lot."

Foreign and
domestic join in
9/11 mourning
SEPTEMBER 11, FROM PAGE 1
way to introduce the campus
c c in iiiiiiniiy to other cultures.
"This event is a beginning. It
gets people talking," Ononye
said. "Future events, like the
International Fair on Nov. 6, will
build on that, letting students
explore the different countries
they got to know here."
Ononye hopes to build on this
success and change altitudes

extending beyond this academic
year, she said

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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MEMPSA AND SAIN VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

www.bgnews.com/campus

Men Educating Men on the Prevention of Sexual
Assault and Sexual Assault Information Network are
looking for men and women who are interested in
raising awareness and educating others about sexual
assault. Training will be held on I'ri., September 24
and Fit, October 1 from 4-7 p.m. Contact Amanda at
372-0470 for more information.

CAMPUS

set a life
^^•■^

hltp-7taCTls.bgsu.cilu;

8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Contemplating Graduate
School? Seeking an opportunity to sharpen youi research?
Iraditionally under-represented sophomores, juniors,
and seniors who have earned
above a 3.0 grade point average and aspire to earn an
advanced degree (masters or
doctorate) may want to parti
dapte in the Student
Achievement in Research and
Scholarstop (STARS) Program,
sponsored by the Ohio Hoard
ol Regents, A pertinent
research project and a faculty mentor must IK' Identified. Research stipend offered.
\23\kPaBCenta

A collaborative installation
by the participants oflhe 2004
Alternative Spring Break:
Artist West Coast Road Trip
Union Cutleries
10 a.m. 2 p.m.
Education Abroad Info Table
Sponsored by the (jenter for
International Programs
Union lobby
11 a. m. - 2 p.m.
Pi kappa Alplia Voter
Registration Drive
Union lobby
5:30 p.m. -6:30 p.m.
Native \merican Unity
Council Weekh Meeting
open to all those interested
in Native Vmerican culture,
loin them for meetings to discuss Native American culture.
current issues, and oilier

8 a. 111. - fi p.m.
"Baggage, oi the Residual
Uffects of Dreaming"

important topics. Everyone is
welcome, and need not tube
ol Native American heritage to

participate.
Union worn 222
(Multicultural Lounge)
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
\\ ho Wants to be a Millionaire?
"(ampus Style"
Sponsored by the Office of
Residence Life
Union Theater
8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Phi Sigma Pi Rush Info Night
Obcamp Hall 217
9:15 a.m.
Delta Sigma Pi Information
Night

Hie Brothers of Delta Sigma
I'i. the foremost co-ed
Professional Business
I raternity, invite all male and
female students I who have
completed at least one
semester ol college] enrolled
in the College of Business to
our Information night.

Obcamp WIA

Brian McRobnts BGN™s

HcLy ft* find* Ptau ti Ca/Yftv 0«*.

• Piedmont
• Haven House
• Fox Run

• Updated Birchwood
• Triplex
• Mini-Mall apts
& other locations!

Extra Large Bedrooms!
r—rSfB<[ Fill 3 membership privilege to

CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
• Professional Trainers Available
• Newly Renovated!
• Indoor Heated Pool

1

Updated Lighting
■ New Equipment
1
Sauna

The header of the e-mail was

The day before she leaped to
her death from an NYU
building, a promising film
student confided to a trusted
professor and to her best friend
that she was going through
rough times.
But loanne Michelle Leavy
gave no indication of the
horror to come, the professor
and the friend told the Daily
News yesterday.
In a "disturbing" e-mail sent
Sunday to Leslie Thornton, a
professor of media and modem
culture at Brown University, her
former student said she needed
to talk.
Leavy wrote that "she didn't
want to see a shrink — which
made me think someone was
trying to get her to, or she was
and didn't think it was helping," Thornton told The News
yesterday.

(HI CAMPUS

FUN AT THE FEST: Freddie Falcon was on a mission Friday at Campus Fest. The University's official
mascot greeted students throughout the day, contributing to what turned out to be a very inviting
atmosphere for undergraduate students.

Preferred
Properties Co.

KRr CAMPUS

"Think Less,"

Concerned, Thornton wrote
back the next day that maybe
Leavy would be happier il she
left tile graduate film program
at NYU.
It was unclear whether Leavy,
23, ever saw the reply.
On Monday morning, she ran
out of her family's home and
lumped naked off the nearby
Tiscn building — becoming the
sixth NYU student in less than a
year to take a death leap.
Hunter College student
Alisha Outridge, I-eavy's best
friend since high school, said
her friend spoke of tire overwhelming pressure of film
school, work, finances and her
diabetes over lunch Sunday.
"The only thing that she
said that was different that
day was that she wished she
could be a kid again and just be

One glance around the I loward
I Iniversitv campus and you
might catch a glimpse of
something pink. A purse, a skin,
heels, a hat, shoelaces, sneakers, aT-shirt. a dress shirt, a tie.
boxers. And pink is not just for
girls anymore. Prom the
boardroom to the club, brothers
are giving new meaning to the
phrase "pretty in pink."
The trend is not new.
According to Liz Snowden,
marketing manager at the
luxury shirt specialists Thomas
I'ink it began in the 1990s.
"With the death of Macho
Slob, Nineties Man -aved the
day by getting In touch with
his feminine side. This was
Bvidenl . . . by the way he
groomed
himself.
Male
moisturizers were launched;
even the concept of an
'executive1 manicure took off."
The adoption of the trend
by the hip-hop community is
due largely to rapper Cam'ron,
who has been seen sporting
everything from cell phones to
hummers to jeans in a rosy hue.
I he response to Cam'ron's style
was overwhelming. Retailers
across the nation began
stocking their men's sections
with carnation-colored items,
and men starting buying;
"I (wore) a little pink before
Cam'ton came out with it, but
I really started wearing it more
after I saw public figures wearing it," said Howard freshman
Brandon Smith, sporting pink
shoelaces. "(It's) in my weekly
rotation. I like to be original. I
like to stand out. People take

Freshman Michelle Wilson
notice and I like that."
With so main guys wearing agreed.
"Guys wearing pink (says)
pink now, the question may be,
they're not afraid to wear a color
wheies the originality?
"If one celebrity (is) doing diat was traditionally for girls.
something, everybody's going But I think some guys should
to do il. II it wasn't for Cam'ron. stay away from it," she said.
The consensus seems to
most guys wouldn't wear
pink," said Howard freshman be that while wearing pink is
peachy, knowing where to draw
D'AiithonyGray.
However, not all men like the line is key One or two pink
items is OK. but a pink outfit
wearing pink.
The trend is nice, but it's not with accessories is a bit much,"
for everyone," said Gray. "1 might Wilson said.
Smith said he recognizes its
wear a little bit of pink, but it
limits.
depends on the occasion."
"I wouldn't wear pink
With pink a traditionally
feminine color, some question to a business meeting or a
the masculinity of the men wedding. I would never wear
a pink suit, because it's really
wearing it
"Pink doesn't undermine my gaudy. I wouldn't wear a pink
masculinity. The average dudv T(-shirt) because they're cheap
might question it, but I'm not looking," Smith said.
Most fashion trends have
trying to impress him," Smith
short life spans. Will pink's
said.
According to Snowden, popularity last?
"I'll eventually get tired of it
die man wearing pink exudes
confidence.The man who wears and want to do something else,"
it successfully has no insecuri- Smith said.
"1 think it'll last as long as
i ies about the "feminine" color.
"Pink has become a classic- Cam'ron is doing it," Gray
color, and the majority of people countered.
Whether or not the trend is
no longer look upon a man In
a pink shirt as being daring or here to stay, it is breaking down
risque. It is an easy color to pull fashion-gender barriers. And it
off and therefore appeals to might even be paving the way
for more novel styles.
many men."
Smith said he was not
worried
about
anyone
Home of the 40oz
misconstruing his apparel.
"I (don't) care what dudes
FISHBOWL- $3.00!!!!
t hink," Smith said. "It's all about
what the ladies think" And the
ladies like it — sometimes.
Hour
"link looks nice on certain
3pm-9pm
guys. It just depends." stud
iu-at
freshman Alisha Brown.

• • •■ MM Mil Mil Mil Mil

DELTA SIGMA PI

A2n

Co-eA Professional
Business Fraternity I
[INFORMATION NIGHTS|

Monday it Tuesday
\September 13t»& W»l
9:15pm, Obcamp 101 A\
s CHAPTER MI I MM,I
I Sunday, September J9**|
7:15pm
Life Science 112

STOP IN AT 530 S. MAPLE, in B.G.
MON-FRI:8 \?& 1-4:30,

11 Flavors on Tap
Beer of the Month
Labatt's 12oz. Bottle $2.00
■ DJ's Kehoe
$2 All Pints

• Karaoke
• $2.50 Cans - 24oz.
Budweiser, Budlight, Coors
Light
WEDNESDAY

IOPI

Professional Dress
Required
For more information
contact
jfratus&bgnet.bgsu.eilu
or check out our
website at
www.bgdsp.org

Call 352-9378 for Details

herself, that she (wished she)
didn't have all these problems."
Outridge said.
As classes started at NYU
yesterday, Leavy's friends at the
school were planning a memorial service for a young woman
they described as an intense,
talented artist.
The memorial could include
displays of Leavy's work, said
Safiya McClinton, a friend.
Thornton, who called Leavy
a brilliant student who surely
would have been a successful
filmmaker, said she believed the
troubled young woman acted
on the spur of the moment.
"I can't believe it was particularly premeditated." Thornton
said, whose office became
a meeting place for bereaved
Hn >u n students yesterday.
"I think five minutes one way
or the other could have made
all the difference in the world."

Howard U. proud of pink

CAMPUS FEST

www.PreferredPropertiesCo.com

NYU students
suicide surprises

Mixing Business
With Pleasure
Since 19071
/7II /7II /71I /7II /7II

• Scott Ballard
Acoustic Jams
•SI Well Drinks
THURSDAY
• DJ Diamond D-Lee
• $2.00 Long Island Ice
Teas, (Raspberry or
Mango)
■ Live Musicl
Bancroft
SATURDAY
- Live Musicl
Fresh Water Collins
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OPINION

"You see those shingles over there? Charley
did that. You see this tar paper over here?
That's Frances."
I U.NHV M \Y.a retired Hoik County.Fla.,sherilTsdeputy,on thc<lamage
caused by hurricanes thai recently hit the state.

KliTKDITOIUAI. I IMIII.ADKI.I'IIIA ENQUlRJi

Cheney uses fear to garner votes
...

Vice President Cheney sank
io a new low on rUesdaj when
he wanted voters thai they'd
invite another terrorist attack if
they elect Sen. lohn I- Kerry as
president
With no hint ol shame, Cheney
told ,i crowd in Iowa: "It's
absolutely essential thai eight
weeks from today, on November
2. we make the right choice.
because ii we make the wrong
choice then the danger is that
we'll get hit again and we'll be hit
in a way thai «ill be devastating
bom the standpoint of the United

States, and that we'll fall hack into
thcprc-9/ll mind-set, if you will,
that in fact these terrorist attacks
are hut criminal acts and that we
are not really at war."
Attention, voters! The electionthreat level has been elevated to
orange. Be very afraid. If you vote
for our opponents, the blood will
be on your hands.
Cheney's scaremongering was
unworthy of his office. 1 le and
President Bush are free to find
bull with Kerry's ideas on terrorism or his Senate voting record on
military issues (though it would

help if they described that record
truthfully before trashing it).
But predicting terrorist attacks
as a result of an election amounts
to using fear to mine for votes.
To hear Cheney claim that he
and President Bush are uniquely
qualified to counter terrorism,
you'd never know that it was on
their watch that 3,000 Americans
were killed in the worst terrorist
attack ever in the United States.
By no means were they uniquely
responsible, as the 9/11 panel
made clear. But neither were diey
free of fault or blame, as the pan-

.

.

.

el's report also made quite clear.
I.ets continue a review of
the record: Which presidential
ticket has failed for three years to
capture the terrorist most
responsible, Osama bin Laden?
Bush-Cheney.
Which team crippled the effort
to crush bin Laden and al-Qaeda
in Afghanistan by waging a war in
Iraq that diverted resources, cost
more than 1,000 American souls,
sapped the Treasury of at least
$150 billion, and failed to turn up
any WMD? Bush-Cheney.
Which "pre-9/11 mind-set" was

™

-

—

*

■

Cheney referring to: The mindset of the Clinton administration,
which tried to kill bin Laden? Or
the mind-set of die Bush-Cheney
team, which all but ignored bin
I. u I en until the Twin Towers were
smoking rubble? Their rhetoric
has made it sound as though,
after the attacks, a Democratic
president would have shrugged
and gone on with business as
usual. That is ridiculous.
The only laudable aspect here
is that Cheney had the guts to
utter his claim in person, rather
than to rely on a surrogate such

n..... Veterans
\rn»nn.«^ r«
asn-.^G
Swift Boat
for T\_
Truth.
Even so, Cheney's spokeswoman
later tried to spin his words, saying he "wasn't trying to connect
the dots" between a Kerry victory
and another terrorist attack.
She's right. He connected
them.
Americans understand, Mr.
Vice President, that we are at
war. Every week the flag-diaped
coffins return home. The
question, despite the rhetoric
of your campaign, is whether
the costly war on Iraq really has
made Americans safer.

Keep
music
alive
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE
ON TIIK STREET with a collection
Alum's actions
toward Krebs
not admirable

a) the Doyt? I'm sure Mr. Krebs
perhaps gave Mr. Icnkins some
"choice words," but Mr. Jenkins
got the response he deserved for
making such a comment.

This letter N being written in
response toa tenet to the editor
entitled "Language by Falcon
.VI). was offensive," published
Friday. After leading the letter I
fell as though Mr. Andy Jenkins
was a bit out of line along with
Mr. Krebs. the I'alcon Athletic
Director. While Mr. Icnkins'
1,000 mile road trip to watch
the 1 akons plaj Oklahoma was
admirable, his actions towards
Mr. Krebs were certainly not.
With a sarcastic comment
such as, "I would just like to
thank you for getting rid of
our men's swim team, steeped
in more man 50 years of history and tradition, to put in the
lights at the Doyt." what was
Mr. Jenkins expecting, a warm
response? A lot of athletes were
frustrated with 'fide IX, but bow
long must you hold resentment
(especiallysince Mr. icnkins
graduated three years ago)?
Moreover, who is to say that
Mr. Krebs is solely responsible
for the decision to out lights In

STUDENT

RICKSUSOR

Kerry criticism
lacks truth,
responsibility
In Thursday's opinion
section, Chris Renner wrote
diat we should all "try to be
politically responsible." I agree.
Unfortunately, there was barely
a word in Mr. Renner's article
that showed any responsibility
for the truth. First, he claims
that Senator Kerry is against "No
Child left Behind." However,
Mr. Kerry has always supported
this legislation but has criticized
President Bush for failing to fully
fund the mandates imposed by
this federal law. Bush's policy has
resulted in higher property taxes
and/or cuts to athletics, the arts
and after-school programs
Second, he claims that Senator
Kerry voted against giving the

troops the $87 billion for body
armor and weapons. A
careful check of the records
would show that two bills were
placed in front of the Senate.
Both provided the S87 billion.
One increased the federal deficit,
the other showed fiscal responsibility by not reducing the federal
deficit through a temporary tax
on those making $400,000 a year.
Kerry voted for die latter but
the Republicans instead voted
to increase the deficit to record
levels. The critical question you
should be asking: Why did the
commander-in-chief send our
troops into Iraq knowing they
didn't have the proper
equipment in the first place?
In regards to attendance, Mr.
Bush holds the recorel for the
most vacation days taken by any
president in American history
— 40 percent according to most
analysts Mr. Renner concludes
by saying "people as ignorant
as you shouldn't even be given
a vote in the first place." Unless
he starts taking responsibility to
find and report die truth, I think
he should heed his own words.

KEN DYMOND
ALUMNUS
CLASS OF 2003

What was your
favorite football game
this past weekend?

ANDREA FLORES
SOPHOMORE,
POLITICAL SCIENCE

"UT losing by 49 points.
It just proves we will
beat them this year."

TOM BRENNAN
JUNIOR,
POLITICAL SCIENCE

"The Lions game,
because they were
actually winning and
hell is freezing over."

*
BRETT MCDANIEL
SENIOR, EDUCATION
"Notre Dame beating
Michigan, because I
always love it when
good beats evil."

9

MIKE HELSEL
SENIOR, FINANCE

E-mail your opinions to thenews@bgnews.com.
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"BG's win, because
Southeast Missouri
State thought it was
two-hand touch."

AT ISSUE: Most underground bands don't last
forever, but personal music archives would fix that.
Withthefallofmp3.com,
so have many recordALEX
ings by bands that are
MERCED
irreplaceable, to never be heard
Campus Life
again. After the announcement
Columnist
of the end ofmp3.com I rushed
to archive as much of the music
I liked from the site as possible,
1 lowards had such bands such
and began my archive of freely
as Matchbook Romance, Fall
available tunes.
Out Boy, Chimera, Shadows Fall
What 1 hope to inspire in you
and The Lawrence Arms play.
is to begin your own music
There is also a large archive of
archive, that way rare recordshows here on campus put on
ings and the traces of music
by organizations like UAO, CRU,
that just plain never made it will
Resident Halls and many other
not die. You can do this through
campus groups.
many cheap and easy ways,
A great example of this is
such as visiting online music
Quadstock. put on by die quads
sites, going to local concerts, and Kreischer and I larshman last
visiting you local record shops.
year. This show was headlined
1 lopefully you too will soon have by Marcy Playground and
an archive of music to call your
also featured such great acts
own.
as Trephination (name soon
After the fall of mp3.com
to change), Jeremiah Jacks,
many similar sites have surfaced, Woodville and yours truly. To
the most dominant being purevhear about events and shows on
olume.com, garageband.com
campus, visit events.bgsu.edu
and myspace.com. There are
and look at the campus schedalso many others that have
ule. I recommend visiting these
comparable databases of free
venues and getting io know as
and legal music at your disposal
many of the bands in the BG
such as hxcmp3.com, centerfuse. scene as possible, because they
net and pahardcore.com. The
will aid you plenty in building
songs available for download
your musical archive.
on this site are free and legal to
There are two main record
share with your friends, and if
shops here in BG — Madhatters
you ever instant messaged anyand Finders. 1 definitely would
one a song on campus you know recommend making use of both
it's pretty dam fast.
of their used CD inventories.
There are also many great
Finders' bargain area, located
sites called zines who review
in the back of the store, is a
the latest releases in a particular
great place to find many CD's
genre and usually give links to
for one or two bucks. I've been
freely available songs from these able to buy albums by such
releases. Emotionalpunk.com,
bands as Staring Back. Revis
Metaleagle.com, theprp.com,
and Lost Prophets from the bin.
punktastic.com and loudside.
Madhatters used CD invencom are all great zines that 1
tory is also very complete and
frequent for punk/rock/metal
affordable, but the true gem of
music I have quite a nice
the store is the large amount
archive made from sites like this
of old vinyl and cassette tapes
which are free to look through.
that you can buy for as low as
The local music scene here
25 cents each. While this is not
in Bowling Green is filled with
quite like getting free music from
many talented bands; such as
purevolume.com or a local band,
the Modem Soviet Enemies, A
you can find a lot of rare stuff in
Beautiful Smile, Blood Dumpster. this manner, even occasionally
The Fury, The Drama Club, Red
something recent for cheap
Headed Stem Cell and Sledge.
Now you know how to build
Each will sell you their CDs for
your musical archive—what
cheap or even give you a free
do you do with it? You listen and
copy if you talk to them at one of enjoy, and for the music that is
their shows.
legally tree, share it with your
friends. You can also become
The main places to see
concerts in town are Howards
a DJ at the local college radio
Oub H and Nate and Walf/s,
stations and play any of your
which have a show most days of special finds. The stations are
the week. The Frequency, which
WBGU and WFAL, and fall
features former members of the
training should begin soon. So
band Trans-Am, will be playing
remember to visit online music
Howards next month on Oct. 6
sites, check out the local music
with local favorite Styiex. Shows
scene and local shops to build
like this aren't rare — last year
your personal music archive.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS arc longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and pnone number
should be induded for verification
purposes, ftisonal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submission will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thcncws@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG Newi
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MYSTERY SICKNESS RESULTS IN ACTION BY ISLAND

www.bgnews.com/state

SWE

Put-In-Bay (AP)—Interest in expanding water and sewer service
has increased on a Lake Erie resort island where hundreds have
become ill. Workers could begin installing pipes by the end of
September to extend sewer service to about a dozen homes
and three businesses just outside this tourist village. Authorities
have not identified what caused the gastrointestinal illness that
sickened 1,412 people during the summer.

Ten dead in suspected arson at apartment
By Anita Chang
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PaulVecnon AP Photo

FIRE INVESTIGATION: A crowd gathers outside an apartment complex in
Prairie Township, Ohio yesterday after a fire killed ten people. The fire in
suburban Prairie Township came about six weeks after three fires were set
in the same building in an empty apartment and hallway.

COLUMBUS, Ohio — A suspected arson engulfed an apartment complex Sunday, killing 10
people and forcing other residents to jump from third-story
windows, firefighters said.
All of the victims, including a
child, lived in the same apartment on the Utird door, which
was destroyed in the quickly
moving fire.saidPrairieTownship
Fire Chief Steve Feustel.
The fire broke out about 2:30
a.m. at the 24-unit lincoln Park
West Apartments in suburban
Columbus. The flames left a
wooden skeleton exposed above
melted siding and at least 53
people homeless.
Two people, including a
woman who jumped from a window, were treated and released
from Mount Carmel West hospital, a nursing supervisor said
Authorities wouldn't say Sunday
afternoon whether others were
slill missing.
"My family is dead," survivor

Antonio Noriega said, leaning
against a neighboring building.
I lc said his brother, sisterin-law, three nephews and
five others lived in the
two-bedroom apartment where
the bodies were found. He did
not believe any of them made
it out of the brick and wood
building.
Noriega, who was wearing a
vest but no shirt, had jumped
out the window of his first-floor
apartment. He said firefighters pulled him from a ladder as
he tried to rescue those on the
third floor.
"My family, they're sleeping
and the fire is coming fast." he
said. "I can't help my brothers."
Feustel said it was suspicious
that the fire bunted so fiercely
in a stairway; which in modem
buildings are designed not to
burn. The flames there blocked
people from escaping
He said it appeared the first
victims found had been trying to
escape the flames. "They were
out of their beds. They didn't die

in their sleep," he said.
Noriega said the victims were
immigrants from Mexico and
came to Columbus four years
ago. Many in the family worked
together at a landscaping
company.
Those left homeless stood
vigil outside Sunday— some
wrapped in blankets, some
quietly sobbing. Dozens more
joined them in the wait as
news spread.
Feustel said the fire started
either in the basement or the
first floor, but the cause was
not known.
there were no suspects and
no known witnesses.
The fire came about six
weeks after three fires were
set in the same building in an
empty apartment and hallway,
Feustel said.
Pascasie Mulanigulwa, who
lives in the next building, was
awakened by the light through
her bedroom window.
"1 saw people jumping down
out of the third floor. It was ter-

rible," she said.
Firefighters were throwing charred building materials
to the courtyard Sunday. The
American lied Cross was handing out water, coffee and doughnuts, and helping residents
find temporary housing and
other needs.
Residents unable to get into
to their apartments sat on cars
in the parking lot and in the
grass while investigators and
Biefightem were in the burned ■*
apartment [be residents were '
told that they could mow ivttt^
empty apartments, but it was
not clear when that would

happen.
A hydrant that apparently had
been knocked over by a car and
then set upright delayed getting water to fight the fire, which
was already shooting through
the roof when crews arrived,
Feustel said.
This is one no fire chief, no
fia- department ever wants to
lace.'' he said.

Universities nationwide may face trouble with Title IX
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AC
Universities could be unfairly
laigi'tedasdiscriniinaliiigaganisi
women athletes because of wild
inaccuracies in federal data on
their sports spending according
to a newspaper review.
An online database of the
spending shows that Indiana
University, for example, spent
$7 ii million on game-clay travel,
meals and cither expenses for
ii- men's football team in 2001
tuple the costs of any odiei -liig

ten icnooL
University officials told The
Columbus Dispatch the true
figure was less than SI million.
Hie numbers are supposed
to indicate if a school is complying with the federal Title IX
IBM that goal,inters women
equal access to inicuollegiaie
sports
The newspaper reviewed three
years' worth of data from the U.S.

Department of Education and

compared it to reports produced
by the schools.
Each fall, colleges and universities receiving federal aid

data to criticize 30 schools for not
are required to submit the data him the football team's expenses soccer, it showed up online as attending.
"We send them to that (federal) setting aside enough women's
zero.
electronically to the Fducation were reported at $7.6 million.
The universities are concerned Weii site," said Nancy 1 logshead- athletic scholarships.
"That number's just not right,"
Department which posts the
"It's very important for these
he said. "That isn't what we because many watchdog groups Makar, a lawyer specializing in
Information on the Internet.
use the information to publicly title IX cases and the group's past numbers to be accurate," said
I lowever, the Education turned in."
The Web site reported that chastise schools that are lagging president. "They are adults who Neena Chaudhry, senior counDepartment doesn't check the
are supposed to be doing this sel for the Washington-based
reports tor accuracy before they Duke University spent more than in equality.
About ' 150,000 female high right, so children don't have to advocacy group. "Why aren't
$3.5 million on its men's basketare posted.
The department said the ball team, but die school's report school adiletes each year call the hire attorneys to find out that the schools working with the
schools are responsible for sup- on paper showed $797,000. While Women's Sport Foundation in information."
The National Women's Law- Department of Education to
plying correct data. Several uni- Ohio State University reported East Meadow, N.Y. to ask about
vcrsiiies told the neuspaiHTthat's it spent $68,000 on women's schools they're considering Center two years ago used the make sure the data is correct?"
what the) did
"We give institutions advance
notice by e-mail that we are
OK. SO MY SUSS RCAUY AREfc'T GOURMFT AMD
going to post the data and ask
WE'RE MOT FRENCH EITHER. MY SOBS JUST TASTE
ESTABLISHED IN CMACLESTON. II
A LITRE 8ETTtt. THAT'S All1 I WANTED TO
that they Icxik to see if the inforIN 1983 TO ADO TO STUDENTS GPA
CALL IT JMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
mation is accurate." Education
AND CENECAL DATING ABILITY
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STKK WITH GOURMET.
Department
spokeswoman
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOUfifMCT. BUT
I DON'T TWNK EfTHEfi Of US KNOWS WHAT IT
Susan tope) said.
MEANS. SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY!
I he bottom line is that the
&~&d**
data is self-reported by the
Schools, the schools lock the data.
and the department is not able to
change it
I'aol Sullivan, chief financial
S" SOB SANDWICHES I 0****&\l%££*** [^T CLUB SANDWICHES
officer at Indiana University.
My clnb sandwiches have twice the meat and cheese, try it
said the school takes up to three
III it ■; tasty sub sandwiches are a full I inches ol
•n My fresh baked thick sliced 7 grain bread or my famous
homemade French bread, fiesh veggies and (he linest
weeks painstakingly compiling
homemade trench bread!
meats & cheese I cat buy! And it it matteis la yon.
the numbers for the report. The
we slice everything Iresh everyday in this state, right
newspaper was die first to tell
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

^mMV JOaty^
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»7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

PLAIN SLIMS™

#1 PEPE*
garnished with lettuce, toaati. and mayo. (Awesome!)

SLIM I

HamS cheese

#2 BIG JOHN

SLIM 2

loast Icel

Medium tare shaved loast beet, topped with yummy
mayo, lettuce, and tomato. (Can't beat this me!)

SLIM 3 Tuoa salad

nbooks

UABTREE

#8 BILLY CLUB
loast beef. ham. provolone Dijon mustard, lettuce,
tomato, ft mayo, (lot's '• "T "Id P>< ■'"* «■•
invented this great combo.)

SLIM 4 Turkey breast
SLIM 5 Salami, capicola, cheese

#3 SORRY CHARLIE

Tab die StjStf Skuttle To Over 40 Stores!!!

I lull I /4 pound ol real applewood smoked ham. proiilone
cheese lettuce, tomato. S real mayo! (I real stack)

Iny Sub minus the veggies and sauce

Real applewood smoked ham and piovolone cheese

California baby tuna, mned with celery, onions, and
our tasty sauce, then topped with allalla sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM*'

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB

SLIM 6 Double provolone

Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham, and
provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato, onion,
mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

(You hat'ta order hot peppers. |ust ask!)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato, allalla sprouts and mayo (Ihe original)

1 lull 1/4 pound ol Iresh sliced medium rare roast beel.
provolone. lettuce, tomato. I mayo. (II rocks!!!)
Same ingredients and price ol the

#5 VITOw

sub or dull without ihe bread.

The original liihin sub with gun salmi, provolooe.
capicola onion, lettuce, tomato. I a real tasty Italian
vinaijrette. (Order it with hot peppers. Host me!)

#6 VEGETARIAN

i"

Several layers ol proiolonc cheese separated hy real
avocado spread, allalla sprouts, sliced cucumber, lettuce,
tomato, and mayo (truly a gourmet sub not tor vegetarians
only
peace dude!)

1

J.J.B.L.T. "

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
BOX LUHCHIS MUMS. MIMSI
III IVIIIOIDUS will include a delivery
charge ol 35e pet item (-(-lie).
• « • • JIMMVJ0HNS.COM • • » *

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*
Iresh sliced lorkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
provolone. aid tons ol lettuce tomato, and mayo1
(I icry traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB* ®
finsh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It's the real deal folks, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato, ft mayo
(Try it •■ my 7 grain whole wheat bread. This veggie

lacon. lettuce, tomato. I mayo.
(Tie only better 111 is mama's 111. this one rules!)

sandwich is world class!)

* SIDE ITEMS •
• SodaPop

SI.JJ/SI.H

* Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin coolie .. $1.25
* Real potato chips or |umho kosher dill pickle
• Eilra load of meat
• lilia cheese or ettra avocado spread

N3«

Wlar."icutes

r i M ■ m A R K.

Z^*^

r»« o.n mi i« T.».

SO.75
$175

* Hor Peppers

SI $5

THE JJ.
GARGANTUAN™
This sandwich was invented hy
Jimmy John's brother Huey. Its huge
enough to leed the hungriest ol all
humans! Ions ol genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. loast beel.

$0.25

tmkey & provolone. rammed into
one ol out homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,

Onion, lettuce, allalla sprouts, tomato mayo, sliced
cucumber. Oi|on mustard, oil £ vinegar, and occgano.

lettuce, tomato. & our homemade
Italian dressing.

FREEBIES (SUBS l CLUBS OHIYI

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*
Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce ttmato. ft mayo.
In American classic, certainly not invented hy JJ. but
definitely tweaked and fine tuned to perfection'

#15 CLUB TUNA*
The same as our 03 Sony Charlie except this one has a
lot more. Homemade tuna salad, provolone. sprouts,
cucumber.lettuce, ft tomato. (I guarantee it's awesome!)

#16 CLUB LULU*
Fresh sliced tuHtey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato ft
mayo. (JJ's original turkey ft bacon club)

I WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK IT I
BOWLING GREEN

1616 E. WOOSTER

419.352.7200

The Best Seat In Town

123J N fv i
por'Mal 11

-Bovirtlng Green Ohio
/ents» Call 419-354-4447
www woodlandtc com

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
•' 111*. III?, 710) ZI04 JlMMl jnHN S IIINCHISI IMC

III IICH15 KSHUI «r Iflidil Tin Ri(ki I* Njlr in. "lei-ii Clil|l.

BG SPORTS

BENGALS: CARSON PALMER STARTS OUT HOT, BENGALS DO NOT. PAGE 7

BRIEFING
Bowling Green
getting respect in
national coaches poll

MONDAY
September 13,
2004

\lirr beating Southeast Missouri
State 19 10 Saturdaj night and
No 2 i Hdahoma a scare,
: c iivii footbaO team

www.bgnews.com/sports

gotten themselves some
n the ESPN/USA Today

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

5 poll.

Hie votes placed the Falcons
12 in the nation, and
have made them the only Midw ( onference team to
les this week
earn received one vote in
lekspoll

Mayfield
win gives
him shot
at tide
By Jenna Fryer
HBESS

ii was win and in for leremy
i. who couldn't hide his
leni when NASCAR chairman Brian I ranee slopped to
congratulate him on racing his
into sin playoffs.
love youi new |x)ints
.' /field gushed "\ou
couldn't have come up with anything better than this."
ol the Hrsi things France
did upon taking overasNASCAR's
chairman was shaking up the
points system the series had used
since 1975. The new format created a in race playoff system for
the top id drivers in ihe standI he result is a wide-open race
thai will give Mayfield a chance
,K his first title. It's a position he
never would have been in under
the old system, which rewarded
((insistency hut made for lacklustei championship chases
with lew real challenges over the
stretch run.
Now, Mayfield is clearly in the
hunt, although he had to earn
the right "'get in. Mayfield ended
a four-yeai winless drought
Saturday night with a victory
ai Richmond International
way
He had gone into the Chevrolet
400 in 1 iih place in the standings
and a mind-set thai a victory was
the only way he would crack the
top 10.
The moment he crossed the
finish line, lie was officially
in. using tin- win to jump five
spms in the standings to ninth.
N W' \li has now reset ihe points
ii italsof the top 10, and Mayfield
heads into the 10-race chase to
the title 4tl points behind leader
irdon.

Men's soccer falls, 4-0
By Matt Deighton
SPORTS

HEFORIEH

The men's soccer team
continued their winless Streak
Sunday afternoon, falling 4-0
for the second time this weekend, this one against the Xavier
Musketeers at Mickey Cochrane
Stadium. The falcons, however,
evenly matched the Musketeers
throughout the game.
Ihe Wright State Raiders
handed Bowling Green their fifth
loss in Fridays match in a game
that the Falcons could not con-

trol the Haiders' shot barrage.
In a well-played first half on
both sides, the Musketeers took
a 1-0 lead into halftinie. Bowling
Greens Oman Aldridge missed
on a close play at the end of
the half, preserving a Musketeer
lead, however giving the Falcons
some momentum heading to
the break.
"We started out well." BG
coach Fred Thompson said. "1
thought we had a chance or two
to jump out to an early lead. But
we didn't give up after their first

Several mistakes on defense,
however, ended up costing
Thompson's squad
"We showed some flashes of
greatness today," Thompson
said. "But we're in a phase now
where we are getting punished
with our every mistake."
Xavier out shot the Falcons
just 14 to II, which was enough
to sneak a few by Bowling Green
goalies Brandon Decker and
Tyler Dollins and seal the victory.

goal which made it interesting."
Xavier came out attacking in
the second half, scoring almost
immediately in the minute 46.
The Musketeers spread out 2
more goals throughout the
second half, scoring in the

minutes 60 and 89,
The Falcons kept close witii
their visiting competition,
responding to Xavier goals with
several strong attacks on goal.
Forward Omari Aldridge fired
three shots on goal to lead BG's
efforts on offense.
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BG cruises in home opener
By Adam Hritzak
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Falcon football team was
able to control the pace of the
game from start to finish to pick
up iis first win of the season
Saturday night
Facing
Division
l-AA
Southeast Missouri State. BG
used a well-balanced attack to

down the Indians 49-10 at Doyt
Perry Stadium.

The Falcon offense got off to
a quick start and scored on their
first three possessions. Omar
lacobs threw an eight-yard
touchdown pass to Charles
Sharon, and Shaun Suisham hit
field goals of 40 and 43 yards to
put BG up 13-0 after the first
quarter.
Sharon broke the game open
early in the second half when
the Falcon defense forced

SEMO to punt. Sharon fielded
the ball at the BG 21, cut across
the field, followed his blockers
downfield and returned the
punt for a touchdown to put
BG up 32-3.
"That was a big time play to
start the second half," Falcon
head coach Gregg Brandon
said. "If (SEMO) had any aspirations about getting back in
the football game, that kind of

"I couldn't see us getting in without winning the thing," Mayfield
said. "We were in trouble. We
had to win ... we weren't going to

,K cepi anything else."
Bui was a victory seriously in
reach lor a driver who last visited
Victor) Lane on lune 19, 2000
pan ni i 11! luces'-'
Mayfield infamously bumped
the late Dale Earnhardt out of
his way on the final lap to win at
Pocono that day, and Earnhardt

B«nSwant«r BGNews
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WORKHORSE: Bowling Green running back P.J. Pope picks up some yards against Southeast Missouri
State Saturday. Pope had 64 yards rushing and 55 yards receiving in the Falcons' 49-10 win.

took it out of them."

lacobs was able to spread
the ball to 10 different receivers
and finished the game 24 of 37
for 285 yards, with four touch
downs and one interception.
"Omar's a poised kid,"
Brandon said. If we can protect
(him), which we did (Saturday),
he can throw that ball around.
He's going to keep getting better
and better."
BG's defense did not make
things any easier for the Indians
They pressured SEMO all night
and were able to force four
turnovers, three fumbles and
one interception.
"Our defense just totally
dominated the football game, I
felt," Brandon said.
Seniors TJ. Carswell and Keon
Newson each recorded seven
tackles with a forced fumble
and fumble ret in en
Despite giving up a lot of
yards late in the game, the
defense was able to come away
pleased with their effort.
"We played good tonight,"
Carswell said. "We gave up a
couple big plays (late)... but all
of our mistakes are correctable.
It's nothing we can't correct die
next day."
The Falcon defense put a few
points up as well, as defensive
tackle Monty Goolcy stuffed
David laiilniHI in the endzone
to record a safety in the second
quarter.
The Falcons then marched
27 yards in 59 seconds, leading
to a Suisham 42-yard field goal
before the half to go up 25-3.
BG put an emphasis on
running this week after struggling to run the ball effectively
against Oklahoma. They totaled
216 yards mshing on 50 carries,
led by RJ. Pope's 68 yards.
FOOTBALL PAGE 7

Brian McRoberts BGNews

KICKING AWAY: Bowling Green
delenseman Dirk Eckroat moves
Ihe ball up field against Wright
State this past Friday.

Falcons
appreciate
support
from fans
Football players
and coaches were
pleasantly surprised
by Saturday night's
turnout for the home
opener at the Doyt.
By Elliott Schroiner
SPORTS f DiIOR

lust when it appears thai
Southeast Missouri State has no
fan appeal, they go and surprise
you.
After seeing games last sea
son against l-AA teams Eastern
Kentucky and Liberty draw a
minimal crowd for the Falcons,
Saturday's game against l-AA
SEMO drew more than last seasons average for f.in attendance
I "he Falcons, coming off a No.
23 ranking last season, drew
23,088 fans into Doyt 1- Perry
Field to see the Bowling Green
football team take down an
overmatched SEMO team 49-10.
The showing came much to the
Falcons' surprise, a surprise they
considered to be quite pleasant.
"The good thing was running
out there for the kickoff," BG
head coach Gregg Brandon said.
"All we saw was a sea of orange."
And the fans saw a good showing from all aspects of the game.
Anyone who didn't sec Keon
Newson make a strip last weekend against Oklahoma got to see
a repeat of that, as he stripped
SEMO's Joseph Iiiineau that led
to a BG score.
Fans got to see the
Mid-American Conference's most
BIG CROWD, PAGE 7

Kuznetsova wins US Open Saturday
of the top 10 spots in the rankings
The men's final yesterday has before the match. Dementieva
"Russia is just a powerful coun- two more recognizable play- asked the crowd to observe
By till rights, Svetlana Kuznetsova try," said Kuznetsova, the young- ers: top-ranked Roger Federer another moment of silence after
should have been a cycling star: est Open champion since Serena against 2001 Open champion the match.
I lei brother and parents all won Williamswasl7inl999.
Ueyton Hewitt. Federer, bidding
"It's a great day for me as a tenor coached others to Olympic
Until now. Kuznetsova probably to become the first man since nis player," Dementieva said.
medals and world titles in that was the least-known of her coun- 1988 to win three majors in a year, "It's a day to remember. You lost
spoil Kuznetsova gave it a shot, try's crop of rising stars, instead beat No. 5 Tim Henman 6-3, 6-4, hundreds of people on Sept. 11,
hated it. and moved on to tennis.
most famous for being Martina 6-4, while No. 4 Hewitt eliminated 2001 — Sept. 1. 2004, we lost
What a brilliant career move. Navratilova's former doubles part- No. 28 Joachim lohansson 6-4,7-5, hundreds of children."
Still just 19, with braces on ner. I"hey won five tides as a pair 6-3 Saturday afternoon.
When play began, Kuznetsova
her teeth, she's the U.S. Open and were the runners-up at the
Saturday evening began on a was brilliant, striking winner after
champion, the third straight 2003 Open.
somber note, with 20,524 spec- winner on the forehand side. She
I low anonymous is Kuznetsova? tators joining in a moment of finished with 23 bom that wing
Russian woman to win a major.
founding ferocious forehands Afterapracticesessionl l/2hours silence to remember victims of alone. Dementieva normally
and covering the baseline with before the match, she walked Sept. 11, 2001, and the recent ter- has just as good a forehand but
the muscular legs of a lour de across the National Tennis Center rorist attack at a school in Russia. was reduced to chasing shots on
France rider, ku/.nelsova over- grounds without getting asked for Kuznetsova and Dementieva defense and wound up with a
whelmed Elena Dementieva autographs or photos.
both wore black ribbons in mem- total of just seven winners overall
6-3, 7-5 Saturday night in the
She might as well ha\e been ory of the hundreds of Russian — 27 fewer than Kuznetsova.
American Grand Slam's first another fan in a gray sweat shirt, victims, and they walked out from
"I was playing in pain these
milling around, waiting for the the locker room wearing blue two weeks," said Dementieva,
all-Russian final.
As of four months ago, no U.S. Open final to start
baseball caps with "FDNY" and slowed by a left leg injury that
During the on-court trophy "NYPD" to honor New York's police was heavily wrapped. She again
Russian woman ever won a major,
but Anastasia Myskina beat presentation after the match. U.S. and fire workers.
was undone by some key doubleDementieva in the French Open Tennis Association president Alan
The American flag atop the faults. Her total of serving miscues
final, and Maria Sharapova won Schwartz mispronounced her stadium was at half-staff, and a
Wimbledon Russians occupy half name before correcting himself.
50-foot flag was unfurled on court
US OPEN,PAGE 7
By Howard Fendrich
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Greg Bull APPtwto

CONGRATULATIONS: Martina Navralilova congratulates Svatlana
Kuznetsova, of Russia after Kuznetsova defeated compatriot Elena
Dementieva 6-3, 7-5 to claim the women's singles U.S. Open title.
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Bengals can't handle Jets
and Martin, drop opener

Browns win opener
against Ravens, 20-3

By Andrea Aderson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

lamal Lewis didn't run wild,
Deion Sanders didn't do much
and Baltimore's offense didn't do
a thing.
For the first time since their
NFL rebirth, the Cleveland
Browns opened the season as
winners.
Jeff Garcia threw a 46-yard
touchdown pass and ran for
another TO in his Cleveland
debut, leading the Browns to
their first opening-week win
since 1999, a 20-3 victory over
the Ravens yesterday.
Cleveland stole the spotlight
from Sanders, who came out 6f
retirement for a chance to win
another Super Bowl ring. Judging
from the way Baltimore played,
'Prime Time" could have made a
better choice of teams.
l,ewis, who rushed for 500
yards, including an NFL singlegame record 295 last season
against Cleveland, got just 57
yards on 20 carries as the Browns'
defense dominated.
Kenard Lang had three sacks
and forced a fumble and Anthony
Henry and Andra Davis picked
off passes as Cleveland's defense
limited the Ravens to 254 total
yards, a large chunk of it coming
after the game was out of reach.
Phil Dawson, one of only two
starters left from the '99 expansion Browns, kicked two field
goals, the second coming after
I lenry's one-handed pick.
Garcia, who signed as a free
agent in March after being
released following five years with
the San Francisco 49ers, finished
15-of-24 for 180 yards.
He also finished off the Ravens
with a 3-yard TO run late in the
fourth quarter, diving into the
comer of the end zone to make
it 20-3 before getting up and

lonyDejjIi APPMto
THE NEW GUYS: Cleveland Browns' quarterback Jeff Garcia celebrates
with tight end Kellen Winslow after Garcia's touchdown scramble in the
fourth quarter of the Browns' 20-3 victory over Baltimore.

leaping into the Dawg Pound
Cleveland tight end Kellen
Winslow Ir. had four catches for
39 yards in his pro debut.
Pressured all afternoon,
Baltimore QB Kyle Boiler went
20-of-38for 191 yards.
Unable to get the ball to his
wideouts for three quarters,
Garcia found Quincy Morgan on
a broken play for his first TO to
put the Browns ahead 10-3.
On second-and-9, Garcia rolled
to his left and spotted an uncovered Morgan, who had slipped
behind safety Ed Reed. The quarterback lobbed it to Morgan, who
outran Baltimore's defensive
backs to the end zone.
Still down by just seven points,
the Ravens had the Browns
pinned at their 7 and bdng a
third-and-10. But Baltimore had
another defensive lapse and
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Garcia found Andre' Davis by
himself for 51 yards.
Dawson's 25-yard field goal
made ill .1-1.
Sanders arrived at the stadium
about 2 1/2 hours before the
game, emerging from the Ravens'
bus wearing a tan suit complete
with vest and matching fedora.
Sanders was rudely welcomed
back to the NIL during pregame
warmups as fans in the notorious
bleacher section taunted No. 37's
every move. At the other end of
the stadium, fans hung a sign
that read: Itet Your Prime Tune.
It was impossible to tell what
the 17 year-old Sanders has left
because the Browns never tested
the eight-time Pro Bowler, who
was playing his first game since
I tec 24,'2000 for Washington.
Sanders did not rccord-a tackle,
seeing most of his playing time as
;i nickel back.

Curtis Martin ran here and
dashed there, leaving Carson
Palmer to watch the veteran
running back ruin his NFL
debut.
Martin ran for 196 yards
and a touchdown, and added
another score on a 3-yard TO
reception to help the New
York lets beat the Cincinnati
Bengals 31-24 yesterday.
The game marked the
regular-season NFL debut for
Palmer, the No. 1 overall pick
in 2003. The Heisman lYophy
winner commanded the
offense well and made very
few mistakes, going 18-of-27
for 248 yards with two touchdowns and an interception.
But Palmer could not do
anything about Martin, who
looked better than he has in
years. The 31-year-old Martin
has struggled early in the last
two seasons, so the lets made
an effort to reverse the trend in
Bill Kostroun AP Photo
the preseason, giving Martin
more carries and more work FIRST GAME JITTERS: Cincinnati quarterback Carson Palmer looks for a
in training camp.
receiver against the Jets yesterday. Palmer completed 18 of 27 attempts
It worked against the for 248 yards and two touchdowns in the 31-24 loss.
Bengals. Martin ripped off
of the third quarter. But Itudi Peter Warrick, but rookie safety
long runs and broke tackles,
and that helped open up the Johnson fumbled, and Donnie Erik Coleman intercepted it to
offense. Chad Pennington threw Abraham returned it 41 yards seal die victory.
Though Palmer made his
for two touchdowns, going 20- for a touchdown to put the lets
long-anticipated debut, Martin
of-27 for 224 yards in the first up21-10.
Palmer led the Bengals back, was the story of the game. He
season-opening start of his
and his 6-yard touchdown pass finished with 29 carries for the
career.
He picked on rookie comer- to Kenny Watson cut the deficit third-highest total of his NFL
back Madieu Williams, who to 21-17. After a field goal by career. Martin needs 9 yards to
started in place of Deltha O'Neal, Doug Brien, Martin essentially surpass Freeman McNeil as the
out withanankle injury. Williams put the game out of reach with a lets' career leading rusher.
Things started badly for the
gave up a 46-yard touchdown 24-yard score to make it 31-17.
Palmer tried to rally the lets. Carter fumbled die openpass from Pennington to
Jonathan Carter in the first quar- Bengals. He threw a 53-yard ing kickoff. and Reggie Myles
ter, and he struggled for most of touchdown pass to Chad recovered for the Bengals at die
the game to keep up with the lohnson with a little over three lets 25. Palmer completed his
minutes to go to bring them first NFL pass to Chad Johnson
speedy Jets receivers.
The' Bengals trailed 14-10 within a touchdown. With one for 6 yards, dien convened a
at halftime and hoped to get final chance from around mid- third down to set the Bengals
ahead with the first possession field, Palmer lofted a pass for up at the 9.

Mayfield's career has ups and downs Kuznetsova takes
soccer over bikes

MAYFIEL0,FR0MPAGE6

congratulated him widi a onefinger salute as he passed him
on the cool-down lap.
The years since then have
been a series of ups and downs
for N lay field.
He split with car owner linger
Penske midway through the 2001
season and spent the end of the
year out of work. With no job,
he stayed away from the garage
area each week, and his absence
fueled gossip and speculation
about his personal life and his
career.
Then car owner Ray Evemham
opened up a seat for him in his
fleet of Dodges, and Mayfield
again had a chance to revive his
career.
But the results were mixed,
and Mayfield was rumored to be
on liis way out at Evemham this
rime last year.
Instead, they tightened up the
program and Mayfield has been
on a rise all yean He's got two
runner-up finishes and 10 top
10s.

It wasn't all good luck for the
But the inconsistency that had
kept Mayfield from ever being a rest of the contenders, though.
contender in the early part of his
Kasey Kahne, Mayfield's rookcareer still plagued him and he ie teammate, struggled all night
found himself outside the top 10 and dropped out of die top 10
this week after three consecutive alter his 12lh-place finish.
mediocre performances.
lamie McMurray had late
With just one race to go before engine problems that prohibited
the playoff field was set, the pres- him from racing for the critical
sure was clearly on.
few positions he needed to crack
I lis team was prepared upon into the top 10. He finished the
its arrival in Richmond, qualify- race ninth, and left Richmond
ing seventh and wasting little 11th in the standings — the first
rime in moving toward the front. driver shut out of die chase.
He ended up leadinga race-high
In a aud twist of fate, though,
151 laps, but needed Kurt Busch McMurray ended up just 15
torun out of gas eight laps from points out of 10th place and his
the end to retake the lead and
team couldn't help but look to
lock himself into die chase.
die 25 points NASCAR docked
Mayfield, who considers himself a bit of a hard-luck racer, them earlier this year when his
couldn't believe his good for- car failed a pre-race inspection
at Bristol.
tune.
Tony Stewart had die same
"I couldn't believe it because
the way my lucks been, I thought infraction before McMurray, but
no way he's going to run out," his team was not docked any
Mayfield said. "When he did. 1 points.
"Tony Stewart had the same
said, This can't be true, now it's
my turn to cut a tire or some- deal and they didn't take and
points away from him," team
thing."'

Fans finally appreciate BG,
not who they are playing
BIG CROWD, FROM PAGE6

exciting player, Charles Sharon,
score not one, but two touchdowns, one of which was the
Falcons' first punt return for a
touchdown since a 2001 return
by Robert Redd.
Fans also got to see the continual process of Omar lacobs
officially replacing Josh 1 larris as
the sophomore passed for 285
yards and four touchdowns.
And even though he has been
hampered by an injury and held
to two catches, fans even got a
chance to see record-breaking
wide receiver Cole Magner.
"I hope fans are seeing that it's
not who we play," Brandon said.
"It's that the Falcons are playing."
And the fact that the Falcons
won and got to display some
new talent made the win even
better.

"I hope the fans are
seeing that it's not
who we play, it's
that the Falcons
are playing."
GREGG BRANDON, COACH

"We won the game in convincing fashion," Brandon said. "It's
great to win in front of diat kind
of crowd."
The section that really made
Brandon happy was the one
packed with BG students.
"The student section was awesome," he said. "They really got
me pumped up."
And after a 2003 season that
saw fans show up for the cream
of die crop in the MAC, seeing a
crowd of the same magnitude

for a 1-AA team may have give
the BG players goose bumps.
"It fell really good coming off a
disappointing loss," senior safety T.J. Carswell said, inoking
at the schedule you see SF.MO
who is a less quality opponent
and you didn't know if the fans
would come out. But they definitely showed up."
The only problem for die
Falcons will be getting back
home, as their next game at the
Doyl will be an Oct. 16 matchup
with MAC foe Ball State.
But fret not Falcon faithful,
the Falcons will be on ESPN2 for
their next game in'Dekalb when
they face Northern Illinois on
Sept 24.
Saturday's game was Bowling
Green's last home game until a
homecoming matchup on Oct.
16 against Ball State.

co-owner Felix Sabates complained. "Why? I don't know why.
/Ml 1 know is we lost by 25 points
NASCAR took it away from us."
Bobby Labonte, Kevin 1 larvick
and Dale Jarrctt also failed to
race their way in.
And Ryan Newman made it
—just barely.
The pole-sitter fell two laps
down early in the race on an
ill-timed pit stop, then saw his
gas tank running low on fuel late
in the race. As his team frantically crunched numbers to see
where they were in the standings, Newman held his breath
and hoped his Dodge would
make it to the end.
He finished — in 20th place
— and took the 10th and final
spot in the standings.
"We won the battle, but we
haven't won the war," he said.
"We'll get all our guns polished
for the last 10 races and do what
we have to do as a team to stay
focused."

Falcons drop
their sixth
straight to
Xavier, 4-0

a forehand wide. Kuznetsova
served it out, then climbed into
wasn't nearly as high as earlier die stands for celebratory hugs,
in the tournament, but she was including with Navratilova and
broken in every game in which coach Sergio Casal.
Her father sent her to work
she had at least one of her four
with Casal in Barcelona when
double-faults
And unlike Dementieva's Kuznetsova was 15 — sometimes
previous opponents at the Open, she'll yell at herself on court in
including new No. 1 Amelie Spanish. I ler father coached five
Mauresmo and former No. 1 Olympic and world cycling chamJennifer Capriati, Kuznetsova pions, including Kuznetsova's
stepped up to hammer forehand mother, and her brother won
returns, making her opponent a silver in cycling at the 1996
Adanta Games.
pay for serves around 75 mph.
Kuznetsova tried cycling but
Dementieva broke Kuznetsova
twice in the second set, but then rave ii up after her second race.
began the very next game with a She hadn't had much success in
double-fault each tinieen route t" tennis' Grand Slam tournaments
ceding the advantage right back. until this U.S. Open, losing in the
The second time, Dementieva first round at both the Australian
ended the game with a Open and Wimbledon this year.
Dementieva did that, too, but she
double-fault, too.
When Kuznetsova held in had a great nin at the U.S. Open
the next game to make it 4-all, until Saturday night.
It's the first season that three
Dementieva's left leg appeared
to buckle a bit while she reached women from one country won
for a backhand, and she went Grand Slam titles since 1979,
down on that knee. Dementieva when Americans Barbara Jordan
was slow getting to a shot in the (Australian Open), Chris Evert
next game, but she somehow (French Open] and Tracy Austin
managed to fight offa break point (US. Open) did it
Eight sit,tight majors hosted
with a backhand that caught the
all-Williams or all-Belgian finals
baseline.
But at 5-5, Dementieva double- Now, two of the past three have
faulted to break point, then sailed been all-Russian encounters.
US OPEN, FROM PAGE 6
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Dollins had four saves during his second-half shift, but
was unable to stop the quick
Musketeer offense.
The Falcons fall to 0-6-0 and
look to their next challenge
against Michigan on Friday lo
gain some strength and confidence.
"They'll .division competitionl be looking at the
this Friday's game against
Michigan to see what how we
will match up for the rest of
the season." Thompson said.
It's important we come out
and move on from this weekend. We know that we're moving in the right direction, and
that will help us significantly."
Friday's game against the
Wolverines will begin at 5 pun.
in Ann Arbor.

Reserves play big
in win over SEM0
FOOTBALL, FROM PAGE 6

As the BG lead grew, many
reserves received playing time,
which Brandon was pleased to
see.
"We got a lot of young guys in
there and we needed to sec some
of those backups."
The Falcons have a bye this
week, which will give them more
thm to prepare for their next
opponent, MAC rival Northern
Illinois

Falcon Notes:

BG totaled 501 yards of offense
on 88 plays, while controlling the
ball for 34:57... Sharon's 79-yard
punt return TD was the fourth
longest return in school history...
Pope led the team in receptions
with six. while lames Hawkins
led in receiving yards (82)... losef
Timchenko made a 40-yard FG
in the fourth quarter, the first
make and attempt of his career...
Redshirt freshman Bryan Jackson
recorded the first interception of
his career in the fourth quarter.
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Notre Dame gets a huge
game from unlikely hero

Ohio State squeaks
past Marshall, 24-21

By Tom Coyne
THE ASSOCIATEC PRESS

By Rusty Miller
•*E ASSOC'AIIO PRISS

Mike Nugents teammates had
more faith in him than he did.
Nugent kicked a 55-yard field
goal BS time expired lei give No.
9 Ohio State a 24 21 victor) over
Marshall on Saturday.
I he kick required more than
a littk aflcr-ihe-lact urging by
Nugent and ir nudged inside an
upright
I vet) lime I liil a solid hall il
goes back and forth a little bit,'
lie said. "Il kind of scared me at
first. It was going dead center and
then il sianed going hack in. I
was just telling il to go in and thai
last second ii made it hy about 2
inches."
Merest of the Buckeyes weren't
offering up prayers. The) were
getting ready to Celebrate
"I just knew il was good," tailback l.ydell Hoss said. "When he's
on his game, you know he'll make
anything."
I hi' Buckeyes --(II have won
13 of their last II games decided
b) a touchdown or less ovei the
lasi two plus seasons, including
a 7-0 record while winning the
national championship in 21)02.

■ rhese games happen so often

here, it seems." linebackei A.I.
Hawk said.
With the game tied, Ohio State
look over at its own 45 alter a
poor punt by Ian O'Connor with
25 seconds left It was O'Connor's
second crucial mis-kick in the
quarter. I le missed a 35-yard field
goal with the scon tied at 21 and
|usl ovei three minutes left.
After the shank, lustin Zwick
nil Santonio I lolmes — who had
II) catches for 2111 yards and two
touchdowns — for gains of 9 and
8 yards. Avick then completed
u 5-yard pass to tight end Ryan
I larnby, with the clock running
because the Buckeyes were out

of timeouts.
/wick, who hit on 18 of 30
passes for 318 yards and three
scores, was able to get under
center and stop die clock by
downing the ball with 2 seconds
left, with a motion penalty called
on the play that made the kick
even longer.

A4
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lay laPrete AP Photo
IT'S GOOD: Ohio State kicker Mike Nugent (85) watches as teammates
Kyle Turano (86) and Simon Fraser (75) celebrated Nugent's 55-yard
field goal in the finai two seconds of the Buckeyes 24-21 victory over
Marshall this past Saturday in Columbus.
Nugent then had more than
enough leg — and time — to put
the ball through out of a perfect
hold by Kyle Turano. It matched
the second-longest field goal in
Ohio Stadiums 82 years.
We're so close to getting a big
win and it just slips through your
fingers," Marshall quarterback
Stan Hill said.
Marshall players hung their
heads and fell to the field while
the Buckeyes ran to the stands
and exulted with a partisan crowd
of 104,622.
"We re not going to feel sorry for
ourselves." Marshall coach Bob
Pruett said. "No one else in die
world is."
The Buckeyes survived more
than won, as the Thundering
I lerd missed one field goal and
disdained another in the final 16
minutes, with O'Connor running
into a scarict-and-gray wall on a
faked kick attempt.
For the second week in a row,
Ohio State didn't force a turnover.
Zwick threw two interceptions
and the Buckeyes also lost two
fumbles. They now have seven
turnovers in two games and have
no takeaways.
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Notre Dame used an unlikely
hero to earn another surprising
victory over Michigan.
Freshman Darius Walker had
two fourth-quarter touchdowns
and the Fighting Irish renewed
hope for a turnaround season
by upsetting the eighth-ranked
Wolverines 28-20 on Saturday.
Walker, who did not play in
Notre Dame's opening game,
ran for 115 yards on 31 carries
— the first Irish freshman to
rush for more than 100 yards
since Julius lones had 146 yards
against Navy in 1999.
Notre Dame (1-1) earned
its first win over a top-10 team
since beating fifth-ranked
Michigan 25-23 two years ago.
Since that game, tile Irish were
0-4 against top-10 teams, losing
by a combined 164-27 — including the 38-0 loss to Michigan last
season.
The Wolverines (1 -1) lost their
opening road game for a fifth
straight year.

The victory was reminiscent
of how the Irish played two
seasons ago in getting off to an
8-0 start. The defense kept them
in the game, the defense and
special teams set up touchdowns and the offense came up
with big plays when it had to.
The biggest surprise, though,
was the play of Walker — especiallyinthefourthquarter.Walker,
who is from Lawrcnceville, Ga„
ran for 61 yards on 14 carries as
Notre Dame took control.
It was especially impressive considering the Irish were
held to 11 yards rushing a week
earlier in a listless loss to
Brigham Young — their worst
total in 39 years.
The Irish were trailing 12-7
late In the third quarter when
Wolverines freshman Chad
Henne threw high to Braylon
Edwards. The ball bounced high
off Edwards' hands and comerback Dwight F.llick intercepted it
at the Michigan 29. Brady Quinn
completed a pair of passes to
Maurice Slovall for 19 yards, the

Were lucky, I guess, because
typically if you're at a minus-7
In turnover margin you're going
to be 0-2," Ohio State coach
|im Tressel said. "I've not been
around loo many teams that can
lose the turnover margin and be
a champion."
In addition, Holmes missed
the entire third quarter with an
injury and three-year starting
cornerback Dustin Fox left the
game at die half and watched
the second half from the sideline,
his left ami in a sling. Fox said
he broke his ami and will miss
somewhere between four and

offseason.

seven weeks.
"lust gel me back for Michigan,"
he said. "That's all I want"
Each time Ohio State scored,
Marshall came back to tie it. After
Holmes caught an 80-yard scoring pass from Zwick, Far! Charles
scored on a 2-yard run. 1 lolmes'
47-yard TD catch was countered
by lonathan Coddard's 27-yard
return after he stripped Ross on
a run. Roy 1 lall caught a 20-yard
scoring pass from Zwick, with (he
Thundering Herd pulling even at
21 on Stan Hill's 23-yard pass to
Brad Bates.

second pass to the 6-yard line.
Walker ran around right end
untouched for the TD to give
the Irish a 14-12 lead.
On Michigan's next possession, die Wolverines went threeand-out. On the punt, leromc
Collins broke up the middle and
Chase Anastasio came in around
the right end and they combined to block the punt. Corey
Mays recovered die ball on die
Michigan 5. Walker scored on
the next play, this time going
untouched around left end.
The Irish pulled away in the
fourth quarter when Rashon
Powers-Neal caught a playaction pass from Quinn for an
8-yard touchdown to make it
28-12.
The Wolverines closed to
28-20 with 2:27 left on a 25-yard
TD pass from Henne to Steve
Hieaston. Henne and Breaston
then connected for a two-point
play. But Notre Dame clinched
the win when Slovall recovered
the onside kick.
The game came as a relief
to Irish fans, who had seen
the Irish lose twice to USC by
31 points over the past two
seasons andonccto Florida State
by 37. Then there was the 38point loss to Michigan, die most
lopsided gameoftheserics which
die Irish used as motivation all

Michael Conroy AP Photo
FRESHMAN SENSATION: Notre Dame freshman Datius Walker
celebrates his second touchdown in a 28-20 win over Michigan.
Walker finished the game with 115 yards and two touchdowns.

Notre Dame students ran out
on the field to celebrate the win,
turning the field into a sea of
green with their green T-shirts.
Quinn was 10-of-20 passing
for 178 yards with three interceptions and a fumble. Stovall
had live catches for 82 yards.
Henne. making just his second start, was 25-of-40 passing
for 240 yards. Edwards had 12
catches for 129 yards.
Notre Dame's last three wins
over Top 10 teams have all been
against Michigan.
Notre Dame ended a scoreless
streak of six quarters against the
Wolverines when Quinn threw a
46-yard touchdown pass to Matt
Shelton. Shelton leaped up over
Michigan cornerback Markus
t uiiv caught the underthrmvn
ball and fell backward into the
end ^one.

AEROPOSTALE
CAMPUS BOX SALE COMING TO THE

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

75% .

THE SAME MERCHANDISE
WE HAVE IN OUR STORES
SEPTEMBER 13 SEPTEMBER 1G, 10AM - 7PM

SBTI PURPOSE ROOM

STUDENT UNION
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Classified Ads
372-6977

Semester Unlimited Tanning $65
One block from campus
Booths & Beds
Campus Tanning. 352-7889
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Roommate Needed
2 bedrm. turn. apt. on Clough
Call 419-306-9259 for details.

For Sale

1996 Dodge Intrepid $3800. Great
condition! For more into, contact
Kevin Harrison 419-494-5273
Ford Explorer 2000, 4 dr. very good
cond. with mileage ol only 78,400.
For sale now lor only S8.490. Call
now or leave msg 419-861-7411.

Subleaser wanted ASAP
336 Bentwood 1st month rent and
sec. dep. paid. 419-575-2456.

Campus Events

BGSU Club Water Polo
new member meeting Sept 13 at
7:30 PM In Cooper Pool.

'

For Rent

Sublessors needed for 2 bdrm.
house on S. Summit, grad students
pref. A/C. gas, heat, w/d, d/w, 2 car
garage, 1 1/2 baths. $850/mo. + util.
Call 352-5101 or 989-992-3308.

"Rooms available tor $250/mo.
Includes all utilities
Call 419-353-0325

Help Wanted

2 bdrm. turn apt. NO smoking. NO
pets! Close lo campus Inclu. util.
Call 353-5074.
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Help Wanted

Gel Paid For Yout Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 4 more per survey!
www.tnoneytorsurveys.com
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Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

K
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Pig vittler
Draw Dreati.
Warning sign
One of the Society
Islands
Well-grounded
Kiel or Suez
Etcher's medium
Get up
Sign makers' aids
Esoteric
Leader
Add to the pot
Benefit
Dugout stack
Vex
Encumbrances
Mexican empire of old
Severe
Diminishes
Goes in a hurry
Cut stubble
"The
Sanction"
Grace closings
Jonas of bacteriology
Aftermath
American Samoa
capital
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Untidy diner
Wound marks
Melville's whaler
Celeb's ride
Understood but not stated
Vegas rival
Beyond
Liqueur flavoring
Stoic philosopher of Rome
Catcher Tony
City in the Black Forest
List of charges
Give the ax to
City near Rawalpindi
Arm of the Barents
Alabama cily
Goes yachting
The man in question
Razor choice
Deadly poisons
Knight's assistant
Moines

i
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43
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46
47
48
53
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
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Strong winds
Refuge
Comics' gimmicks
Carnivorous felines
Rockies grazer
Mexican money
Washington city
Family man
Cookie guy
Quarters
UAE word
Boxer Benvenuti
Inasmuch as
Present
Young adult
Detests
Poetic tributes

•BARTENDING! $300/day potential
Noexp necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

COunU.com or 800-838-8202.
Spring Break 2005 wtth STS, America's #1 Student Tour Operalor. Hiring campus reps. Call for group discounts Into/Reservations 1 -800-648
4849 www, glalraval.com.

BACK TO SCHOOL OPENINGS
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY"!
Advancement opportunity
Conditions exist All ages 18+
Call 419-861-6134 or apply at
Woddorstudents com

Services Offered

Ohio's new affordable online dating
service, www.sweetyfinder.com
$4 99/mo
Tutonals m German or Russian
Grammar, vocabulary, conversation
Master in German & Appl Linguistics
Call 419-575-0236

Personals

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your groups' time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising solutions EQUALS SI .000-S2.000 in
earnings for your group Call
TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundratser. Contact
CampusFundraiser. (888) 923-3238,
or visit
www.c^nToustunara'ser.corn
In an effort to better serve students.
The Student Health Service Is offering New and Extended hours for the
Fall Semester: Mon Tues.. Thurs..
& Fri-8:00 am-5:30 pm and Wed
9:20am-7:30pm.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL SEPT. 15.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
WOMEN'S & CO-REC FLAG
FOOTBALL - SEPT 14.

724 S COLLEGE
2 BR unlurn. apts. Range, relrig,
dishwasher Tenants pay electric.
Starts at $400 mo plus deposit
NO PETS1 CALL
John Newlove Real Estate. Inc.
(419)354-2260

Part lime cleaning Home & office
Experience preferred
Call 419-352-9288

Female subleaser needed ASAP.
Close to campus, own bdrm/bthrm.
Call 419-262-1414.

SALES CLERK POSITION opening
at Mike's Party Mart, a popular family owned business in BGI Enjoy
working m a fun. upbeat atmosphere. Must be neat, honest, friendly, dependable, and avail, evenings.
Hrs avail. 14-21/wk Located on S
Main m Btg Lots Ptaza Apply in person 9/16 & 9/17 between 1 and 5.

Perrysburg, easy access to I 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm., apt 1 batn. water
incl., laundry tacil, security btdg
$525-550 month. 734-850-0121.

Subleaser needed 1 bdrm., untarnished. $325 * all util's.
Call 419-354-9740
Two unique 2 bedrm. apts. in Victorian house 427 N Main 2nd & 3rd
fir. apts. $575 plus util.. $550 incl.
some util Call for more into.
386-405-3318

Secretarial bookkeeping position.
part-time. 5 hrs /day M-F, flexible.
Send resume to Attn. Mike
1234 N Main St. Suite 62. 43402.

From Only
$465!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

Call 353-5800
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AfifrcA
OPEN NOW
Hillsdale Apt.
Fairvtew

» 3 lnlrm Twnlis
■ Dishwashei

■ Garbage Disposal

Evergreen Apt.
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For confidential consideration, please send/fax
your resume to: USSTB, 184 Lutz Avenue,
Martinsburg, WV 25401, Fax (304) 260-1382. Attn:
MD or leave a message on voice mail at 1 -800934-4878 ext. 6401.
USSTB is an equal opportunity employer M/F/D/V.

215 E. Poc

• www.ustinc.com-

BGSU Womerfe Club toUeyball |

» - Ixlrms (can makeb»

■ Laundn on site

M

2004-2003
Everyone is welcome! Come join us
to find out if you are interested in playing
club volleyball for the 04-05 season!

Heinzsite Apt.

Informational Meeting
(Open Gym following):
Monday, Sept. 13, 9-11 pm

710 N. Enterprise
• 2 Ixlrms (can make imo I ixinnM

• Dishwashei
? Caibage Dispr oal
• W.ISIK'I Dryer in ~ bdrms
• CAN WALK TO CAMPUS

Open Gym: Wednesday. Sept. 15, 9-11 pm
Tryouts: Monday, Sept. 20, 9-11 pm &
Wednesday, Sept. 22, 9-11 pm"
ALL HELD AT EPPLER HALL,
SOUTH GYM
■Attending at least one session of tryouts
is mandatory. $5 tryout fee

or chirk website
\v\v\v.iiiiri:ibn.com
for complete listing

Contact:
Tara@bgsuclubvball@hotmail com with questions
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FREE HEAT

'Maxim treat

tirx:A

VARSITY
SQUARE

OPEN MONDAY

419-353-7715 fjiJ

SATURDAY

ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY SAVE AN EXTRA 10%

S
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Irak* Pad* ami lhM>

Includa* FREE Inspection

ON ANY 4 TIRES

Hil Ihf Swef 1 SMI M

Includes FREE
Alignment Check

DIXIE KHIVIH* ItA\I4
19033 North Dixie Hwy, 2 mi. N of BG
419-353-1420
A Chipping & Putting Greens - Sand Trap
A Open 7 Days, 8 a.m.-Dark
A Club Repair & Fitting
A Group & Playing Lessons

mm.

l.l.fMNJkfUi mil-.WM

ABUTMENTS
163 South Main Street
S«T*fSJ Fine Food Sine* 1972
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» 'washer Dryer Hook-up
(2 3 bdrm)
» l .11 p. ills IU .M lllls slop

for next year.
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• Convenient on-site parking

„H.
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A high school diploma is required. Must be able to
work weekends and nights. An automobile, valid
driver's license and auto insurance coverage are
required. You must be at least 18 years of age.

Stop by the Office ai
1045 N. Main St,

• Pets welcome

J
I rep V

9

i
d

You will be responsible for promoting the
company's products in an assigned area. You
will conduct adult consumer sampling and assist
management in establishing and coordinating
promotional activities/events.

^rtfffrCA

WtHWTI SQUAM

Slow-roasted Pot Roast In a rich Gravy
with roattrd Potatoes and Carrots. Served
with Combread Stuffint and Otledaw.

Management Inc.
ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW

entrance

• Laundry facilities

Pot Roast
AtwIoMr from 4 pm 'ill 10 pm

■I
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—PART-TIME FIELD COORDINATOR-

• BGSI bus slop

• Spacious kitchen

wry. Ay-///my

3

USSTB currently has opportunities available
for part-time Field Coordinators from or around
Bowling Green State University.

7-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

*

S

3 £j
a v

7&8K DXL

(i i v«vww'.'iiacor.net
or call ai9.352.3SB8

IIIKJ

Subleaser needed spring semester
117N Main St. S300/rno
Call Donny at 937-369-8067

• Patio

Dinper^

ANSWERS

■

■»!•■ Waul MfovKtar Bawllna aratn

Check Out:
wujuj.bgnews.com

5 room house lor rent
Available Aug 25
352-5822

Eflic. and Ig 1 bdrm. apt. $250/$400
plus util ♦ dep AC. W. yard. NS
only 419-352-4366 leave message

Volunteer wrestling coach needed
for kids kindergarten through 6th
grade Beginning Nov through
March Must be willing lo work with
4 enjoy teaching technique to beginning wrestlers. Practice each Tues.
& Thurs. 6/ 30 PM Tournaments
each weekend For further info, call
Jack Kieffer 419-353-3530 or 419354-5770.

River to the Colorado
Short greetings
Scorpion's stinger
Pokes fun at
Come in second
Destitution
Friend in France
"The
Ranger"
Operatic lune
Fast time
Like the Kalahari
Lay asphalt
Fortas and Lincoln

3 bdrm. A/C and laundry. Lease tor
12 mo's., pay tor 11. $750 t util.
Call 419-353-8206

Now hiring happy, smiling people to
bartend Must be avail.weekends &
during the holiday season Please
apply in person Bowling Green
Country Club. 923 Fa|rview Ave.

SALES CLERK
Wanted to assist management and
operations of a 24 hr adult retail
store Must be able to work evenings and weekends. Call 419-2882131 for info. Must be 18 or older
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Travel

< Website! Lowest prices guaranteed Book 11 people, get 12th Inp Iree! Group dis-

l/MW ■■
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Oil Change
and Tire Rotation
8*20; SWSOi or 10W30 lacMW
IncludM FREE InapacHon

"•"

PRICE GUARANTEE
W. Will Not Ba UaoaraaM
("• oil«•!» tv«nl you tna • Wn,
-, • o- IK. Ian* tw* a«ywhm M
MKMgan up lo •

WE'LL REFUND ZOOS

wnmnHmimi
Fmtl More Coupons On-line: thvlircm.in.com

1MCnlU|MrMH

BEST DEAL
IN TOWN
INCLUDCS
Chassis Lube
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